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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lets hypothesize that a political protest movement suddenly moves onto your campus and students, staff as well as many people who have no connection to the college are in your face demanded that you must accommodate whatever activities are taking place for as long as the protesters wish.  The constitution demands nothing less.   What does the constitution actually demand and do all of these subsets of people have the same rights?Don’t want to present a law school class but want to sensitize you to the underlying principles.   We are going to talk about speech on campus in various settings, starting with  public speakers and moving on to student to student speech.   Speech like all rights can bump up against other rights:  to pursue the educational program, be free from discrimination.  



1. Pure speech, especially political speech (and 
religious speech),  carries a high degree of 
constitutional protection

2. Courts give some consideration to 
educational setting and mission

3. Be thoughtful about campus policies around 
assembly and speech activities—Tailor to 
your needs

4. Be careful about restricting pure speech in 
the name of protecting students from 
harassment. Be viewpoint neutral



 Congress shall make no law. . . Abridging the 
freedom of the speech, or the press. . . First 
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

 Every person may freely speak, write and 
publish on all subjects, being responsible for 
the abuse of that right.
Article I, Section 5 of the Washington State 
Constitution
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Presentation Notes
We are going to be talking about the 1st Amendment throughout, but mention where appropriate, where the WA Const is even more protective of free speech.  State const is often overlooked but important.    Try to bring the theoretical down to practical application.Read as “the college shall levy no sanction or take other action that has the effect of abridging the freedom of speech.” 



 1. Whether the speech is protected

 2. Nature of the forum where speech 
is to occur

 3. Whether the government 
justification satisfies the applicable 
standard for burdening speech
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*Cornelius v. NAACP Legal Defense & Education Fund, 473 US 788, 797 (1985)We are going to look at defining protected and unprotected speech, review forums for speech and the standards applying to each forumCulture of free exchange of ideas is deeply embedded in the collegiate setting.  Universities seen as the “marketplace of ideas” --  Healy v. JamesDiversity of Speakers – students, faculty, non-faculty employees, the institution itself, vendors, external speakersVariety of settings (forums), classrooms, auditoriums, hallways, open space, bulletin boards, periodicals, electronic mediaCourts have been inconsistent in usage of terminology and application.  Case outcomes are often very fact driven



 Speech that promotes the imminent prospect of actual 
violence or harm (e.g., Fighting Words, inciting violence)

 True threats
 Defamation
 Obscenity
 False & deceptive advertising
 Speech causing an actual, material disruption of school 

operations or interfering with rights of others.  Tinker v. 
Des Moines Indep. Comm. School

 *Protected class harassment. If, sufficiently severe, 
pervasive, and/or persistent to deny another student 
the ability to participate in the education program.
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True threat – (1)speaker intends to put target in fear for saftey, and (2) communication likely to actually cause such fear in a reasonable person similarly situated to the target.  Reas person would foresee that the statement would be a serious expression of intent to harm or assault . . . In context of surrounding events and whether threat was unconditional and unequivocal and communicated with gravity of purpose and prospect of immediate execution.  Murakowski v. U. Delaware, 575 F.Supp2d 571, 589 (2008).  Disruption.  Tinker, 393 U.S. 503 (1969) , Actual, material disruption standard -    3 exceptions applied to schools where rights of students are not automatically coextensive with rights of adults in other settings.  Fraser – Sexual innuendo in speech at school assembly.  School role in society’s interest in teaching students the boundaries of socially proper behavior.  [no protection for category of less-than-obscene, lewd, vulgar, indecent and plainly offensive [but not merely “offensive”] speech in school???]Kuhlmeier—school newspaper—refusal to publish articles related to teen pregnancy and sexual activity.   OK to exert editorial control over speech in school sponsored activities as long as actions reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns  . .. Morse---”Bong hits for Jesus” sign at school sponsored outing to watch Olympic torch relay.  School may restrict expression they reasonably regard as promoting illegal drug use during a School sponsored activity.



 Speech that bears the mark or imprimatur of 
the College is the College’s speech

 Messages in college publications
 Public television or radio
 University issued transcripts
 Approval of theses and dissertations
 Social media messages from school to public



 Controlling the curriculum
 Ensuring safety, security, and order
 Preserving architectural aesthetics
 Protecting the educational experience of 

students in furtherance of the College’s 
mission

 Limiting volume of commercial solicitations

 But, restricting pure speech based on its 
content is constitutionally disfavored.
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High burden to justify.   Why might college want to restrict?



1. Traditional Public Forum
2. Designated or Limited Public 

Forum
3. Non-public Forum (closed 

forum, or non-forum) – e.g., 
admin offices

Presenter Notes
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Courts have used slightly different language over time.  It now seems to be settled on these labels.		Before we define these  . . . . Lets talk about where they might be appliedLimited.  Reasonable restrictions / viewpoint neutral.



 Classrooms
 Private offices
 Concert halls and auditoriums
 Bulletin Boards and Kiosks
 Open spaces--College lawns, streets, and 

sidewalks
 Email system
 Yearbooks
 Alumni magazines
 Stage productions
 Social media platforms

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Same physical space might be categorized differently for student and non-student groups:   Open for students;  Limited or non-public for non-students



 “A university differs in significant respects from 
public forums such as streets or parks or even 
municipal theaters. A university's mission is 
education, and decisions of this Court have never 
denied a university's authority to impose 
reasonable regulations compatible with that 
mission upon the use of its campus and facilities. 
We have not held, for example, that a campus must 
make all of its facilities equally available to 
students and nonstudents alike, or that a university 
must grant free access to all of its grounds or 
buildings.”  Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S. 263, 267 
n. 5 (1981).
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So, common areas may be deemed an open forum for students, but a limited or nonpublic forum for non-studentsThat said, it is equally unquestionable that public universities, just like any governmental entity, “may legally preserve the property under its control for the use to which it is dedicated.” Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 829, 115 S.Ct. 2510 (quoting Lamb's Chapel v. Center Moriches Sch. Dist., 508 U.S. 384, 390, 113 S.Ct. 2141, 124 L.Ed.2d 352 (1993) ); see also Victory Found., 640 F.3d at 333 (“[I]t is well-established that the government need not permit all forms of speech on property that it owns and controls.”). Because “[a] university's mission is education,” federal courts have “never denied a university's *983 authority to impose reasonable regulations compatible with that mission upon the use of its campus and facilities,” nor required that a university either “make all of its facilities equally available to students and nonstudents alike,” or “grant free access to all of its grounds or buildings.” Widmar v. Vincent, 454 U.S. 263, 267 n.5, 102 S.Ct. 269, 70 L.Ed.2d 440 (1981).– Young America’s Foundation v. Kaler, 370 F.Supp 967, 982-83 (2019 D. Minn)In recognition of this delicate balance between the First Amendment rights of individual speakers and the property rights of university proprietors, the Supreme Court and Eighth Circuit have generally held that both university property (like lecture halls) and university programming (like student activity funds) are “limited public forums.” See Christian Legal Soc. v. Martinez, 561 U.S. 661, 679, 130 S.Ct. 2971, 177 L.Ed.2d 838 (2010); Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 828-29, 115 S.Ct. 2510; Gerlich, 861 F.3d at 704-05; Bowman, 444 F.3d at 977-80. This is so because, for the most part, universities “open [their nonpublic] property, limited to use by certain groups,” e.g., students, faculty, employees, or “dedicated solely to the discussion of certain subjects,” e.g., student-or-university-sponsored lectures. Christian Legal Soc., 561 U.S. at 679 n.11, 130 S.Ct. 2971 (emphasis added). In a limited public forum, the states may place restrictions on First Amendment-protected speech so long as those restrictions are “reasonable in light of the purpose served by the forum,” and do not “discriminate against speech on the basis of its viewpoint.” Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 829, 115 S.Ct. 2510; accord Powell v. Noble, 798 F.3d 690, 700 (8th Cir. 2015); Victory Found., 640 F.3d at 334-35.  Kaler at 893By contrast, virtually every recent case involving a First Amendment speech challenge to a university policy, regulation, or action has been analyzed under the “limited public forum” framework. See, e.g., Martinez, 561 U.S. at 679, 130 S.Ct. 2971; Rosenberger, 515 U.S. at 828-29, 115 S.Ct. 2510; Gerlich, 861 F.3d at 704-05; Bloedorn, 631 F.3d at 1232-33; Young Am.'s Found. v. Napolitano, No. 17-cv-2255 (MMC), 2018 WL 1947766, at *3 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 25, 2018); Kushner v. Buhta, No. 16-cv-2646 (SRN/SER), 2018 WL 1866033, at *10 (D. Minn. Apr. 18, 2018); Bus. Leaders in Christ v. Univ. of Iowa, No. 17-cv-80 (SMR/SBJ), 2018 WL 4701879, at *9 (S.D. Iowa Jan. 23, 2018); Keister v. Bell, 240 F.Supp.3d 1232, 1240 (N.D. Ala. 2017); Students for Life USA v. Waldrop, 162 F.Supp.3d 1216, 1233 (S.D. Ala. 2016). Kater at 984



Gov’t may place reasonable  time, place, or 
manner restrictions if:  

(a) Content-neutral
(b) Narrowly tailored to serve a 

significant/compelling government interest 
(1st Amendment/WA const.)

(c) Leave open ample alternative channels 
of communication
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In an open forum T/P/M applies to the publicIn a limited forum, applies to those are eligible to make use of the forumNarrowly tailored to serve a significant government interest (1st Amendment)/ narrowly tailored to serve a compelling state interest under WA const –Bering v. Share)



 Limitation on amplifiers or other noise 
thresholds

 Time of day limitations
 No blocking building entrances
 Limitation on size of placards
 Limitation on number of people
 Dead zones during exams
 Speech zones should be reasonable in size 

and location
 No Camping?

Presenter Notes
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These are all content neutral  -- placards . . .



 Stifling disfavored speech content because 
some, many, or most people disagree.

 Stifling controversial speech because it may 
draw opponents and cause disruption. 

 Insufficient to legally silence protected 
speech.



(1) Does the code burden any speech?

(2) If so, does it meet the Tinker std--
actual, material disruption of school 
operations or interfering with rights of 
others.
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Can a college punish student speech that is harassing, offensive, insulting or stigmatizing?



 To the extent such a code reaches 
protected speech, it may be held to be 
unconstitutionally vague or overbroad, or 
considered viewpoint discrimination

 “[W]e do believe that a school has a 
compelling interest in preventing
harassment. Yet, unless harassment is 
qualified with a standard akin to a severe or 
pervasive requirement, a harassment policy 
may suppress core protected speech.” 
DeJohn v. Temple U.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Also, dismissive, demeaning, disparaging, verbal abuse . . . .    Tendency to import title VII workplace hostile environment standards into peer interactions on campus.  Workplace has a greater restriction on speech than an campus does for students.   Distinction between pure speech and actionable harassing conduct“Educational institutions may prohibit and punish the student for speech if they establish that the student speech materially disrupts the educational process or activities, creates substantial disorder, invades the rights of others or is reasonably foreseen to do so . . . [a]lthough complete chaos is not required, something more than distraction or discomfiture created by the speech is needed. Absent those complaints, no other evidence of any other similar reaction has been presented.”  Murakowski. �



 How can the college protect students from 
peer to peer racial or sexual harassment?

 1. Focus on the effect, not on motivation or 
intent.

 2. Focus on conduct.   Speech may be an 
incidental portion of conduct that is 
sufficiently severe, persistent, or pervasive to  
the point of limiting or denying  another 
student’s ability to participate in or  benefit 
from the educational program

Presenter Notes
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   DCL -- additional burden on institutions to prevent sexual harassment and sexual abuse.   OCR formulation of sexual harassment standard under Title IX -- conduct must be sufficiently severe, persistent, or pervasive to the point of limiting or denying another student’s ability to participate in, or benefit from the program.      Under Davis,  (Title IX) a  hostile environment sexual harassment can occur where the conduct is based on the victim’s sex/gender and is “so severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive  and so undermines and detracts from the victims’ educational experience, that the victims are effectively denied equal access to the institution’s resources and opportunities.”  Davis, at 651.     Title VII workplace std:  sufficiently severe or  pervasive to alter the conditions of the victim’s employment and create an abusive working environment.    Title VI racial harassment:  Dearth of cases but IX was modeled after VI so the IX std is likely used—protected group/unwelcome conduct/based on race/courts split on whether severe or pervasive/severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive . . . as to alter the conditions/deny benefit of the program    Many codes do not have such qualifiers and are therefore legally suspect if used as a basis to punish a student.  If you have purpose but not effect, you do not have actionable sexual harassment.



 Counter speech
 Remove material violating content-neutral 

posting rules
 Enforce conduct code provisions related to
◦ ○ Damaging or defacing property
◦ ○ Obstructing egress and ingress
◦ ○ Physical assault or abuse
◦ ○ Discriminatory harassment

 Law enforcement for criminal conduct
 Safety plan, document, build case



 Is it curriculum-related? 

 Does it substantially interfere with other 
students’ ability to learn/cause actual 
material disruption?

 Free expression of students’ ideas and views 
without administrative reprisal versus interest 
of educators in educating in an environment 
free of purposeless distractions.



 If inviting interaction and comment, you are 
creating a public forum

 All the same speech and due process principles 
apply to speech/conduct through the use of 
social media 

 Courts are just now starting to grapple with some 
of the unique issues presented by social media

 Misconduct through social media often brings 
questions regarding the nexus between off-
campus conduct and impact to the campus 
community
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Still use the Tinker standard as a touchstone –actual material disruption.    As you stray from that, you get into less certain territory.    Does it (1) come on campus and (2) cause material disruption? Since Tinker, S.Ct has deviated from that std in 3 cases—all in K-12 arenaFraser – Sexual innuendo in speech at school assembly.  School role in society’s interest in teaching students the boundaries of socially proper behavior.  [no protection for category of less-than-obscene, lewd, vulgar, indecent and plainly offensive [but not merely “offensive”] speech in school???]Kuhlmeier—school newspaper—refusal to publish articles related to teen pregnancy and sexual activity.   OK to exert editorial control over speech in school sponsored activities as long as actions reasonably related to legitimate pedagogical concerns  . .. Morse---”Bong hits for Jesus” sign at school sponsored outing to watch Olympic torch relay.  School may restrict expression they reasonably regard as promoting illegal drug use during a School sponsored activity.



 Actual, material disruption of school 
operations or interfering with rights of 
others.

 Interference with rights of others:  
sufficiently severe, pervasive, (and, or) 
persistent to limit or deny another student’s 
ability to participate in or benefit from the 
educational program

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lingering questions:  how much can you “anticipate” substantial disruption?How much will court provide college the same latitude as K-12 to restrict speech?
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